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Abstract—A new class of measurement operators for struc-
tured compressed sensing problems, termed ‘hierarchical’ mea-
surement operators, is introduced. Standard Kronecker measure-
ment operators are block-oriented treating each block equally
whereas the hierarchical measurement operator allows for pro-
cessing each block with a different matrix, e.g. a mixtures of
FFT and Gaussian matrices of different column space size
and different pilot frequencies each, which are received over
multiple antennas. We prove that such hierarchical measurement
operators exhibit a hierarchical RIP (HiRIP) property provided
the involved matrices have a suitable standard RIP, implying
recovery guarantees for a class of algorithm involving hierarchi-
cal thresholding operations. Thereby, we generalize prior work
on the recovery of hierarchically sparse signals from Kronecker-
structured linear measurements. This structure arises in a variety
of communication scenarios in the context of massive internet
of things. We numerical demonstrate that the fast and scalable
HiHTP algorithm is suitable for solving these types of problems
and evaluate its performance in terms of sparse signal recovery
and block detection capability.
Index Terms—Structured compressed sensing, Hierarchically
sparse signals, HiHTP, Block detection, Internet of Things (IoT),
MiMO
I. INTRODUCTION
A. General hierarchical signal processing
The general idea of compressed sensing is to exploit
structure such as sparsity of a signal x in order to recover it
from few potentially noisy linear measurements y = Ax+ η,
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where A ∈ KM×N and M < N . Since this system is under-
determined, without further assumptions there usually exist
infinitely many solutions. Yet, assuming that x is S-sparse, i.e.
has only at most S non-vanishing entries, it is often possible
to uniquely recover x from the knowledge of y. One sufficient
condition on A guaranteeing the successful recovery of x for
a variety of efficient algorithms is that the matrix A satisfies
the restricted isometry property (RIP). Formally, A has S-RIP,
if for some constant δS(A) > 0
|‖Ax‖2 − ‖x‖2| ≤ δS(A)‖x‖2 (1)
holds for all S-sparse vectors x. In certain scenarios we
can however assume further structure beyond mere sparsity.
One prominent example, are hierarchically sparse (hi-sparse)
signals. Hierarchically sparsity combines sparsity assumptions
on different levels: First, instead of just assuming S-sparsity,
i.e. that at most S of the coefficients in the signal vector x are
non-zero, we assume that it consists of N blocks xi, out of
which only s have non-vanishing entries. A lot of research has
been conducted about recovery of such block-sparse signals,
see e.g. [1], [2]. Secondly, one can restrict the blocks xi
of x to each be sparse themselves yielding a hierarchically
sparse signal model [3]–[6]. Here, we will use the following
definition.
Definition 1 (Hierarchical sparsity). Let x = (x1, . . . ,xN ) ∈
Kn1 × · · · × KnN , where K is either R or C. For s and
σ = (σ1, . . . , σN ), we say that x is (s, σ)-sparse, if
• at most s blocks xi are non-zero,
• and each non-zero block xi is σi-sparse.
Note that this definition can be readily generalized to more
sparsity levels with a nested tree structure [7]. In fact, if we
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just allow the σi to be multi-leveled themselves, i.e. of the
form (σi, ςi), with ςi = (ςi,1, . . . , ςi,ni) etc. we end up with a
recursive formal definition.
In [7], a subset of the authors proposed to use an adapted
version of the celebrated Hard Threshold Pursuit (HTP) [8]
to recover hi-sparse signals – the Hierarchical HTP (HiHTP).
Therein, it was proven that if the measurement operator A ex-
hibits the so called hierarchically restricted isometry property
(HiRIP), HiHTP recovers all hierarchically sparse signals in a
stable and robust fashion from linear measurements y = Ax.
Definition 2 (HiRIP). The smallest δ > 0 (if it exists) for
which
(1− δ)‖x‖2 ≤ ‖Ax‖2 ≤ (1 + δ)‖x‖2
for all (s, σ)-sparse x is called the (s, σ)-HiRIP constant of
A, δs,σ(A).
A matrix ‘having a (suitable) HiRIP’ then refers to δs,σ(A)
being small enough to guarantee recovery.
In this paper, we will prove that a certain type of mea-
surement matrices have the HiRIP. To motivate and present
them, let us consider the following wireless communication
scenarios.
B. Motivating communication scenarios
We consider a communication scenarios in the context of
the massive Internet of Things (IoT). An uplink scenario for
IoT typically features a massive number of low-complexity
devices and a centralized or distributed access point with large
computational power. For further details, specific parameter
settings and references see, e.g., [9]. In a fairly general
model, to establish a communication link, any system will first
identify each user’s channel impulse response (CIR). For this,
each device will send a sum of complex sinusoids (so called
pilots) probing the channel in multiple frequencies. Imagine
N potential devices sending pilots to M multiple antennas,
mathematically, the measurements are
yj =
N∑
i=1
aj,iBixi ∈ Km, j = 1, ...,M, (2)
where Bi ∈ Km×ni is a sub-sampled Fourier matrix (we
assume some OFDM-like modulator), and aj,i are complex
channel gains from device i to antenna j. The collection of
M antennas i as a whole hence receives a measurement in
Km ⊗ KM . We refer to a measurement of the form (2) as
hierarchical measurements – a formal definition is provided
in the next section.
The delay spreads of the users are highly non-uniform. A
user close to the station (or with a direct link, respectively)
will have a much smaller delay spread. If we have prior
knowledge of the positions of the devices – which is feasible
Fig. 1: A simple model for sparse activity in IoT. In a network
of many potential users, only s are active.
in a scenario in which they are immobile – our model can
incorporate this prior knowledge by restricting the correspond-
ing Bi to a subsets of its columns. As long as all Bi map
into the same space, we can still write it in the form (2).
Notably, another major feature in our model is that the probed
frequencies can be different for each device!
In massive IoT one typically encounters sporadic patterns of
user activity. This motivates the assumption that, in addition to
having sparse CIRs, only a small number s of users are active
per time slot. Moreover, the CIRs can be well modelled as
sparse vectors with complex coefficients in the time domain,
at least for below 6 [GHz] systems. Therefore, recovering
the signal (x1, . . . ,xN ) becomes a task of recovering a
hierarchically sparse vector.
The measurement structure applies (but is not limited) to
the following two scenarios: i) CRAN – Centralized Radio
Access Network Scenario. In the CRAN secenario, M receive
antennas are spread far apart and represent RF-front-ends. In
this setup, the channel gains aj,i are well-modelled as Gaus-
sian coefficients. The frontends are connected via fiber with
a signal processing cloud where all the baseband processing
(including our own algorithm) takes place.
ii) Massive MIMO scenario. For a massive MIMO sce-
nario, we consider many receive antennas that are ‘concen-
trated’ in a uniform linear array (ULA). The channel gains are
well-modelled as non-stochastic coefficients (incorporated in
the message) due to the channel hardening effect. To be more
specific, the ai,j are elements of a randomly sub-sampled FFT-
matrix. We thus imagine that the base-station has M antennas
installed, but only samples Ma antennas during each time slot.
This saves energy and potentially lowers the complexity of the
signal processing.
C. Novelty of the proposed approach
Our contributions are the following: We analyse the com-
pressed sensing properties of a new broad class of measure-
ment operators, hierarchical measurements, that is a general-
ization of sensing matrices with Kronecker product structure,
allowing for varying block sizes and different matrices for
Fig. 2: The CIRs of the users are sparse due to delays from a
few incoming wave-fronts. For users close to the station (or
a more direct link from user to base station), the delays are
more concentrated.
each block. This operator offers great flexibility in modelling
structured compressed sensing problems with applications in
various communication settings such as the ones outlined
above. We prove that assuming a compatible signal structure,
namely hierarchical sparsity, hierarchical measurements have
exhibit a hierarchical RIP provided the individual matrices
possess a suitable standard RIP. We furthermore show that
these requirements and our derived bounds are optimal. Our
work generalizes prior work on compressed sensing of hi-
erarchically sparse signals from Kronecker-structured mea-
surements [7] and directly implies recovery guarantees for
these measurement operators for a large class of hierarchically
structured thresholding algorithms. In particular, we also nu-
merically show that the fast, low-complexity HiHTP algorithm
[10] is able to solve the resulting structured compressed
sensing problems reliably under additive Gaussian noise.
Moreover, we numerically demonstrate that HiHTP is capable
of correctly detecting the non-vanishing blocks (e.g. active
users in a MIMO scenario) in settings with extremely low
SNR.
II. HIERARCHICAL OPERATORS
In [11], a subset of the current authors proved that a
measurement matrix that is a Kronecker product A ⊗B has
the (s, (σ, . . . , σ))-RIP provided A has the s-RIP and B has
the σ-RIP. The Kronecker product A⊗B is defined through
its action on an element (x1, . . . ,xN ) ∈ (Kn)N as follows
A⊗B(x1, . . . ,xN ) =
N∑
i=1
ai ⊗ (Bxi),
where ai denotes the columns of A, and ⊗ the tensor product.
Note that in order to recover (s, (σ, . . . , σ)) signals solely
relying on their sparsity (and not on the structure of the
sparsity), we need that A ⊗ B has the sσ-RIP. This is only
the case if both A and B already have it individually [12].
Thus, it is justified to say that standard compressed sensing
is typically infeasible in this context.
In this work, we generalize our result to operators formed in
the same fashion, although B is allowed to vary with the index
i, thereby dramatically reducing the structure requirements for
the measurement operator. We call such matrices hierarchical
measurements.
Definition 3. We call a measurement operator
H :
N⊕
i=1
Kni → KM ⊗Km
hierarchical if there exists matrices Bi ∈ Km,ni and a matrix
A ∈ KM,N with
H (x1, . . . ,xN ) =
N∑
i=1
ai ⊗ (Bixi). (3)
Obviously, a hierarchical measurement operator H does no
longer necessarily permit a decomposition as a single Kro-
necker product. The measurement structure can be regarded
as a ‘non-constant variant’ of a Kronecker product that still
permits a similar structure in terms of hierarchical blocks.
Furthermore, the definition explicitly allow for the matrices
Bi being of different sizes, as long as they map into the same
space. In our communication application, this means that we
can incorporate prior knowledge about the delay spreads in
the recovery procedure.
The main result of our paper is in essence that if each matrix
Bi has the σi-RIP and A has the s-RIP, H inherits the HiRIP.
The formal result reads:
Theorem II.1. Let H be a hierarchical measurement opera-
tor, as (3). Assume that the matrices Bi all obey the σi-RIP
with constant δσi(Bi) for all i. Assume further that A obeys
the s-RIP with constant δs(A). Then H obeys the HiRIP, with
δs(H) ≤ δs(A) + sup
i
δσi(Bi) + δs(A) · sup
i
δσi(Bi)
Remark 1. The result applies to more levels of sparsity. To be
concrete, the σi in the result may be multileveled themselves.
The implication of our result in the context of the described
communication scenarios is the following:
If the channel gain matrix A has the s-RIP and each matrix
Bi has the σi-RIP, the combined measurement can be used
to retrieve an (s, (σ1, . . . , σN ))-sparse signal. For A and Bi
either a sub-sampled Fourier matrix or Gaussian, we know
that this is the case with high probability in the regime where
M & s log
(
N
s
)
,m & σi log
(
ni
σi
)
.
Optimality of the result: In a well-defined sense, the
requirements of Theorem II.1 on the constituent matrices are
optimal. To make be more precise, let us first note that if H
has the s-RIP, each matrix
‖ai‖2Bi
must have the σi-RIP – after all, we need to have∣∣‖ai‖2‖Bigi‖2 − ‖g2i ‖∣∣ = ∣∣‖H(ei ⊗ gi)‖2 − ‖ei ⊗ gi‖2∣∣
≤ δs(H)‖gi‖2
for all σi-sparse vectors, since ei⊗gi is (1, σi)-sparse. Hence,
sup
i
‖ai‖2δσi(Bi) ≤ δs(H).
If we assume that the columns of A are normalized or at least
close to normalized, each Bi-matrix needs to have the σi-RIP
if we want H to have the (s, (σ1, . . . , σN ))-RIP.
As far as the RIP-properties of A goes, the situation is a
bit more complicated. It is in particular not necessary for A
to have the s-RIP. After all, the Bi can map into N pairwise
orthogonal subspaces Vi. Then we have∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
i=1
Bixi
∥∥∥∥∥
2
=
N∑
i=1
‖Bixi‖2. (4)
Thus, if each matrix has the σi-RIP, H will have the s-RIP
already when A = 1 ∈ K1,1. A K1,1-matrix surely does not
have the s-RIP for any s > 1.
In the above example, put intuitively, the Bi-matrices demix
inputs by themselves. If however the matrices cannot demix
by themselves (which will not be possible if m is small), we
will need A to ‘support them’ via having the s-RIP. To be
concrete, we can formulate the following statement:
Proposition II.2. Assume there exists a subset S ⊆ [N ] and
normalized σi-sparse sparse vectors gi, i ∈ S so that
max
i,j∈S
‖BigSi −BjgSj ‖ ≤ ,
i.e., there exists a collection of s σi-sparse vectors that we
cannot distinguish only from the measurements Bixi. Then
δs(A) ≤ δs(H)
(1− supi δσi(Bi)− )2
.
The argument is straight-forward but technical, whence
we postpone it to the proof section. Let us however again
emphasize that in essence it shows that if the Bi-matrices each
can resolve sparse signals, but as a collective cannot resolve
hierarchically sparse vectors, A necessarily needs to have the
s-RIP in order for A⊗B to have the (s, (σ1, . . . , σN ))-RIP.
III. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
The HiHTP algorithm was implemented in Python and
numerical experiments with synthetic data were conducted.
Motivated by the CRAN-communication scenario in section
I-B, the entries of the matrix A ∈ CM×N are drawn from a
complex Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and variance 1√
N
,
and the matrices Bi ∈ Cm×ni consist of m randomly chosen
rows of ni × ni DFT matrices.
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Fig. 3: Noisy recovery (Percentage of correctly recovered
signals)
Its ability to recover (s, σ)-sparse signals from noisy mea-
surements is assessed via Monte-Carlo simulation with the
following parameters: M = 40, N = 50,m = 50, ni = 100
for all i, resulting in 2000 measurements of a sparse vector
with 5000 entries. The number of active blocks varied from 1
to 25 and the sparsity within the active blocks from 1 to 20.
For each configuration 50 trials with a SNR of 10dB were
run, and their outcome was deemed successful if the mean
squared error (MSE) between the true sparse vector x and
its estimator xˆ ,MSE = 1n
n∑
k=1
(xk − xˆk)2, was below the
SNR. The percentage of recovered sparse vectors is depicted
in Figure 3.
To showcase that the HiHTP algorithm is also capable
of taking advantage of varying block lengths the following
experiment is conducted. We set N = 20, m = 50 and
fix the sparsity to (s, σ) = (6, 5). Now for different SNRs
and M in {10, 20, 30, 40}, we generate 50 random trials for
each parameter configuration. In 50% of the blocks the non-
zero entries are concentrated in the first 10 indices. We let
the algorithm run twice, first with uniform block length (i.e.
ni = 200 for all i), while for the second time with mixed
block lengths, i.e. ni = 10 for the appropriate indices i
and record the percentage of correctly detected active blocks,
where an active block is one that contains non-zero entries.
The results in Figure 4 show that with the inclusion of the
prior knowledge of which blocks are short all active blocks
are detected correctly, even with very low SNR and few
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Fig. 4: Detection of active blocks. (For the mixed block
lengths only M = 10 is shown, since more measurements
do not degrade the performance)
measurements. Note that incorporating variable block lengths
is a feature unique to our ‘hierarchical’ measurement model.
IV. CONCLUSION
We derived bounds on the HiRIP constants for hierarchical
measurement operators and gave formal indications for their
optimality. The results provide a natural generalization of
prior work on hierarchical sparse recovery with Kronecker-
structured matrices to a much larger and arguably in this con-
text maximal class of linear maps. The derived HiRIP bounds
directly imply recovery guarantees for efficient algorithms
and a variety of random matrix ensembles. Furthermore, we
numerically demonstrated that the HiHTP algorithm is capable
of computing hi-sparse solutions for this measurement struc-
ture, in a regime infeasible for standard compressed sensing
algorithms. Furthermore, HiHTP is well-tailored to exploit
the structure of the measurements and signals. Hence HiHTP
provides a fast, scalable and low complexity solution in these
hierarchical structured settings. The outlined future machine-
type communication scenarios illustrate that our ‘hierarchical‘
measurement framework indeed finds applications in a vari-
ety of different areas. Thereby our current work motivates
a thorough exploration of the framework for machine-type
communication in future research.
V. PROOFS
A. Proof of Theorem II.1
Let us first prove the following lemma.
Lemma V.1. Let A ∈ KM,N obey the s-RIP. Assume that
X ∈ KN,N is a Hermitian matrix that is s⊗2-sparse. That is,
there exists a S ⊆ [N ] with |S| ≤ n so that
Xij = 0 if i or j is outside S.
We then have
|〈A∗A,X〉 − ‖X‖∗| ≤ δs(A)‖X‖∗.
‖X‖∗ denotes the nuclear norm of X, i.e., the sum of the
eigenvalues of X.
Proof. Since X is Hermitian, we may decompose it as follows
X =
N∑
i=1
λixix
∗
i .
Here, xi are normalized eigenvectors of X and λi are the
eigenvalues of X. Since X is s⊗2-sparse, there exists a set
S ⊆ [N ] and |S| ≤ s such that supp(xi) ⊆ S. We therefore
get
〈A∗A,X〉 =
N∑
i=1
λi 〈A∗A,xix∗i 〉 =
N∑
i=1
λi 〈Axi,Axi〉 .
Since A has the s-RIP and all xi are s-sparse and normalized,
we get
1− δs(A) ≤ 〈Axi,Axi〉 ≤ 1 + δs(A),
and therefore
−
N∑
i=1
|λi| δs(A) ≤
∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
i=1
λi(〈Axi,Axi〉 − 1)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
N∑
i=1
|λi| δs(A).
The claim follows.
We may now prove the theorem
B. Proof of Theorem II.1
Proof. Let X = (g1, . . . ,gN ) be an s-sparse vector. Let S
denote the block support of X, i.e.
gi = 0 for i /∈ S.
We have
‖H(X)‖2 =
〈
N∑
i=1
ai ⊗ (Bigi),
N∑
j=1
aj ⊗ (Bjgj)
〉
=
N∑
i,j=1
〈ai,aj〉 〈Bigi,Bjgj〉 = 〈A∗A,G〉 ,
where we have defined the matrix G ∈ KN,N through
Gij = 〈Bigi,Bjgj〉 .
This matrix is Hermitian and also s⊗2-sparse, since Gij = 0
when i or j is not in S. Lemma 1.2 therefore implies
|〈A∗A,G〉 − ‖G‖∗| ≤ δs(A)‖G‖∗.
Now notice that G can be written as G = M∗M, where
M ∈ Cm,N is defined through
Mx =
N∑
i=1
xiBigi.
We have ‖G‖∗ = ‖M‖2F =
∑N
i=1 ‖Bigi‖2. Since each vector
gi is σi-sparse, we get
N∑
i=1
(1− δσi(Bi))‖gi‖2 ≤
N∑
i=1
‖Bigi‖2
≤
N∑
i=1
(1 + δσi(Bi))‖gi‖2.
This implies∣∣‖H(X)‖2 − ‖X‖2∣∣ ≤ |〈A∗A,G〉 − ‖G‖∗|+ ∣∣‖G‖∗ − ‖X‖2∣∣
≤ δs(A)‖G‖∗ + sup
i
δσi(Bi)‖X‖2
≤ (δs(A) + sup
i
δσi(Bi)
+ δs(A) sup
i
δσi(Bi))‖X‖2,
which is what has been to be proven.
C. Proof of Proposition II.2
Let us end the paper with the argument for the ’optimality
result’ Proposition II.2.
Proof of Proposition II.2. Define for c ∈ KS arbitrary
x =
∑
i∈S
ciei ⊗ gSi .
We then have ‖x‖ = ‖c‖. Our assumption implies that there
exists a w ∈ Km so that ‖Bigi −w‖ ≤  with
1− sup
i
δσi(Bi) ≤ ‖w‖2 ≤ 1 + sup
i
δσi(Bi).
We get
|‖H(x)‖ − ‖Ac‖‖w‖| ≤ ‖
(∑
i∈S
ciai
)
⊗ (BigSi −w)‖ ≤ ‖Ac‖.
We obtain
‖Ac‖2
(
1− sup
i
δσi(Bi)− 
)2
≤ ‖Ac‖2(‖w‖ − )2
≤ ‖Hx‖2 ≤ ‖c‖2(1 + δs)(H).
Proving a similar lower bound , we obtain
1− δs(H)
(1 + supi δσi(Bi) + )
2
‖c‖2 ≤ ‖Ac‖2
≤ 1 + δs(H)
(1− supi δσi(Bi)− )2
‖c‖2
for each s-sparse c, which is the claim.
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